
About St. Michael’s Hospital 
St. Michael’s Hospital is a specialised medical institution for the Slovak army and police forces. The 

hospital employs over 600 medical and administration staff and provides a full range of outpatient 

and inpatient services. In late 2015, the hospital moved to a newly built facility in the centre of 

Slovakia’s capital city, Bratislava.

Improving the web security and management
The move provided a great opportunity to upgrade the hospital’s network security and management. 

In the summer of 2014, St. Michael’s hospital appointed BSC line, a technology integrating company, 

to help them scope their business requirements and implement a solution that would safeguard their 

web users against any viruses and malware and protect the business from misusing bandwidth by 

accessing blacklisted sites and ultimately, productivity loss.

As Ivan Prpic, Senior Project Manager heading up the project on behalf of St. Michael’s Hospital, 

explains further: “The hospital’s administration uses a lot of business critical systems including facility, 

patients, business intelligence and financial management systems. Previously, the web usage was 

controlled by an old LINUX proxy server, which was only monitoring the internal network activity. The 

management’s vision is to provide a top-class facility and free Wi-fi access for patients was also high 

on the list of business requirements. 

“Opening up the network to the public, however, brings its own challenges. It became apparent that 

having a powerful policy and reporting facility to quickly pinpoint any internet misusage was key,” 

comments Prpic. 

The Barracuda Web Security Gateway helps St. Michael’s Hospital to 
provide safe web connectivity for their employees and patients.

Summary:
• Leading hospital with 600+ employees 

• Outdated web security 

• Wi-fi & VLAN networks 

Challenges: 
• Old LINUX proxy server, protecting 

internal network only

• Ineffective protection against 

malware and viruses

• Time consuming web 

security management 

• Lack of user policies control 

Solution:
• 1x Barracuda  

Web Security Gateway 410 

Results: 
• 300+ work stations & 100  

Wi-fi users protected daily

• Quick deployment

• Full users and user policies control 

• Free upgrade after 4 years 

• Intuitive, user-friendly configuration 

and management 

With Barracuda’s intuitive dashboard, we 
can easily spot any threats or activities of 
users in our network and act upon them 
quickly, protecting our network 24/7.

Dipl. Ing. Ivan Prpič 

Senior Project Manager 

St Michael’s Hospital

About the Barracuda Web Security Gateway
The Barracuda Web Security Gateway is a web content filtering solution that enables the connected business to 

benefit from new technologies and online tools, without being exposed to lost productivity, wasted bandwidth, 

and data loss. As new requirements emerge, such as social networking control, the Barracuda Web Security 

Gateway is automatically updated with new capabilities to meet those requirements. It enables highly granular, 

real-time visibility into online activity, broken down by individual users and applications, letting administrators 

create and enforce effective content and access policies. Included free are unlimited agents and software 

licenses to enforce content and access policies on mobile devices being used outside the corporate network. 
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About Barracuda Networks, Inc.
Protecting users, applications, and data 

for more than 150,000 organisations 

worldwide, Barracuda Networks has 

developed a global reputation as 

the go-to leader for powerful, easy-

to-use, affordable IT solutions. The 

company’s proven customer-centric 

business model focuses on delivering 

high-value, subscription-based IT 

solutions for security and storage. 

For additional information, please 

visit www.barracuda.com or follow 

us on Twitter@barracudaEMEA.
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Market evaluation 
In summer 2014, Prpic and his team started to evaluate the different available solutions. One of the 

options included updating the existing LINUX server, but it was soon discarded because the process 

would be too time consuming. 

“What the business required was a solution that was easy to implement, with reliable support so that 

any issues could be resolved quickly,” adds Prpic. “We also looked at McAfee Web Gateway appliance 

but Barracuda’s Web Security Gateway won because of easier deployment and management.” 

As a comprehensive solution for web security and management, it unites award-winning spyware, 

malware, and virus protection with a powerful policy and reporting engine. Advanced features ensure 

that organisations adapt to emerging requirements like social-network regulation, remote filtering, 

and visibility into SSL-encrypted traffic.

The key features include: 

• Predefined content-filtering categories

• Granular, user-aware policies

• Detailed, real-time visibility

• Integrated spyware and virus protection

• Unlimited remote filtering agents 

• Server protection in virtual infrastructure

Safeguarding 400 concurrent users  
The newly built hospital opened its doors to patients in October 2015. Following two weeks of 

installation and testing, the Barracuda Web Security Gateway has been safeguarding on average 300 

work stations working simultaneously via WLAN and ensuring uninterrupted web access for over 100 

public Wi-fi users every day. 

Prpic concludes:” Following the initial monitoring phase, now that we understand the web traffic better, 

we can put in place stricter policies to identify, block access to and remove any malicious spyware 

and viruses as well as restrict access to any illegal sites. With Barracuda’s intuitive dashboard, we can 

easily spot any threats or activities of users in our network and act upon them quickly, protecting our 

network 24/7. We are currently evaluating Barracuda Yosemite Server Backup to provide protection 

for St. Michael Hospital’s sensitive data.”

Barracuda Web Security 
Gateway Fast Facts 
• Completely eliminates spyware 

and other forms of malware

• Millions of URLs in 95 categories for 

comprehensive content filtering 

• No per-user licensing fees


